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HUMAN MOBILITY AND EMERGING DISEASES
The plants, animals, microbes, waters, climate systems,
and other elements that constitute the environment,
human being inclusive, do not remain within
geographical boundaries. The upsurge in the incidence of
infectious diseases has been linked to increased human
mobility. People can be in the middle of a tropical jungle
one day and in London, New York or Bombay the next.
Movement of people, pets and wildlife has also been
directly linked to transboundary movement of pests and
disease. The great advancements in public health and
preventive
medicine,
especially
in
economically
advanced regions, have produced complacency and a
certainty that infectious diseases are no longer a threat.
Ebola disease has been linked with consumption of
“bushmeat” and contact with wild animals in the affected
region.
However, other factors, not limited to developing
countries could theoretically potentiate the emergence
of a zoonotic disease.
Additionally, the recent Ebola disease outbreak has
revealed weaknesses in the public health infrastructure,
strategy and policy of many countries. Public health
agenda must therefore address influences that transcend
national boundaries. Sustainable global management of
emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) therefore requires an
understanding of the multifaceted social and ecological
settings in which infectious diseases occur and a
cohesive approach to the prevention and management
of international public health threats .

HUMAN-WILDLIFE INTERACTION AND EMERGING
DISEASES

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GLOBALLY COHESIVE STRATEGY
AND POLICY

Another important, often neglected factor increasing
emergence of infectious diseases is the changing
patterns of human–animal contact including
transport of animals across borders and continents.
There are indications that ecotourism is becoming
increasingly intrusive as there is an increase in the
ownership of exotic pets, many of which are nonhuman primates. Thereby increasing the likelihood
of the transmission of pathogens that develop from
animal
populations
transition
into
human
populations and vive versa. It is note-worthy that
many countries lack any restrictions for wild and
exotic animals kept by private individuals.

The ongoing Ebola outbreak has shown that no country is
immune, when it comes infectious diseases irrespective of
the source of the outbreak. It is especially ill-advised for
developed countries to think Ebola or any other EIDs is
something that only affects distant lands or less developed
countries and delusional to assume that all EIDs can only
emanate from developing countries. Factors predisposing
to their emergence including change in land use, urban
crowding, environmental changes, altered sexual relations,
intensified food production, increased mobility, trade, and
human-animal interactions are not geographically limiting.
Moreover, despite several regional agreements , countrylevel protocols and interagency policies for outbreak
detection and rapid response; coordination and
collaboration, the ongoing Ebola outbreak has spread in an
unprecedented way.
A cohesive globally implemented approach to the
prevention and management of EIDs is recommended.
This will require globally fixed and enforced legal
framework , incentives and sanctions to ensure
compliance. Other suggested measures include
•

NATIONAL PUBLIC HEALTH STRATEGIES
At this time, most countries and in some cases,
regions have strategies and protocols in place,
which are directed at strengthening core capacities
required for effective preparedness planning,
prevention, prompt detection, characterization,
containment and control of emerging infectious
diseases which threatens national health security.
Activities are generally limited in scope and depth
and usually based on infectious diseases perceived
to be of immediate threat or concern. However,
current population movement dynamics rapidly and
effectively link regions of marked health disparity,
and these linkages can be associated with risk for
importation of infectious diseases as was confirmed

Prohibition of behavioral activities and other
human/wildlife interactions encouraging the
emergence of these diseases Including invasive
ecotourism, consumption of bushmeat and ownership of
exotic pets.
• Improved coordination and collaboration to monitor
human movement across borders during and after
outbreaks since National measures alone seems to be
failing.
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